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business tax reform is essential to increasing 
investment and restoring robust job creation 

and wage growth. reform is necessary in large part 
because the U.S. has the highest corporate tax rate 
in the developed world. This lowers business invest-
ment in the U.S. and makes U.S. businesses less com-
petitive in the global marketplace.1

The current tax system also generally does not 
allow businesses to deduct fully what they spend 
on capital when they make investments (known as 

“expensing”). Instead, it requires them to deduct the 
cost of their investments gradually over a number of 
years, known as depreciation. This is another trou-
blesome policy that suppresses investment.

many past tax reform efforts prioritized estab-
lishing expensing to increase investment; reducing 
tax rates was secondary. However, relaxing a key 
assumption made in traditional analyses of tax pol-
icy shows that, given the current high corporate tax 
rate and accelerated depreciation schedules, reduc-
ing the business tax rate may be more beneficial for 
boosting investment than establishing expensing.

Constraints Force Congress into Trade-
Offs. Ideally, an overhaul of the business tax system, 
whether as part of the fundamental tax reform of 

the entire tax code or a more focused effort only on 
business taxes, would cure all the problems of the 
current business system. However, certain political 
constraints likely prevent congress from enacting 
fundamental reform of business taxes that is neces-
sary to do so.

Those constraints are that tax reform must be 
revenue neutral—meaning it would not raise taxes 
or cut them—and that it must not shift part of the 
business tax burden to individuals. These are rea-
sonable constraints, because breaking them would 
likely stop tax reform in its tracks.

The current tax reform effort can achieve only 
a limited economic benefit because of these con-
straints. To maximize the benefit of tax reform, 
congress must make certain trade-offs. Thank-
fully, there is never a last tax bill, so congress will 
have future opportunities to fix issues that this tax 
reform effort fails to address.

Lower Rate or Expensing a Key Trade-Off. 
The constraints on tax reform likely mean there will 
not be enough base-broadening or loophole closings 
available to both lower the corporate tax rate to get 
it in line with other developed nations—which would 
mean lowering it at least to 25 percent—and estab-
lish expensing. congress will need to choose one or 
the other.

As explained below, a lower corporate tax rate is 
necessary because, contrary to traditional analysis, 
the current high rate is suppressing business invest-
ment. The high rate also makes the U.S. a less profit-
able place for businesses to expand than other devel-
oped countries with lower rates. businesses invest 
in those other more competitive countries, and the 
U.S. loses out on increased jobs and wages.
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establishing expensing would lower the cost of 
capital and the hurdle rate (the rate of return an 
investment must match or exceed for a business 
to undertake it) for new potential investments by 
removing a tax-imposed barrier to investment. This 
would increase investment, which would trigger 
subsequent benefits to job creation, wages, and eco-
nomic growth.

The current system, known as accelerated depre-
ciation, is better than traditional economic or 
straight-line depreciation, because it allows busi-
nesses to recover the cost of their capital sooner, but 
using any depreciation schedule instead of expens-
ing diminishes investment below where it would be 
without tax interference.

In traditional analysis of tax policy, expensing 
is generally considered more important for lower-
ing the all-important hurdle rate for investment 
than lower tax rates, because tax rates do not affect 
investment in those analyses.2 However, real world 
evidence tells another story. business leaders con-
tinually push for lower tax rates before expensing—
or even lower rates in lieu of expensing.

currently low inflation could be contributing 
to this preference. Lower inflation reduces the 
extra tax businesses pay because they are forced to 
depreciate assets instead of expense them, which 
makes depreciation less of a negative influence 
on investment. Low interest rates could also play 
a role: businesses are more likely to invest when 
interest rates are low, because the return from 
investing their resources in higher-risk but poten-
tially higher returning investments is more attrac-
tive compared to leaving those resources in low-
risk savings that earn the low rates. but businesses’ 
preference for lower rates instead of expensing pre-
dates the current environment of low inflation and 
low interest rates, so something else is behind the 
preference.

Changing Key Assumption Shows Rate Can 
Be More Important. The way to understand why 
businesses want lower rates more than expensing 
lies in relaxing a key assumption that traditional tax 
analyses make. 

The long-held result that expensing is more 
important for lowering the cost of capital is predi-
cated on an assumption that businesses operate 
in perfectly competitive markets and earn only a 
risk-free rate of return on their capital investments. 
In other words, they earn the same return on their 
investments (adjusted for risk and inflation) as they 
would if they held their resources in assets with lit-
tle risk, such as U.S. Treasury bonds.

The traditional analysis assumes that businesses 
never earn economic profit or profits above the risk-
free return. However, there are strong reasons to 
believe that businesses do not necessarily operate 
in perfectly competitive markets and do earn supra-
normal returns (returns above the risk-free rate). 
They can do so through technological advantages, 
market dynamics, market research, or other fac-
tors.3 In fact, sophisticated models of the economy 
assume that businesses earn economic profits.4

relaxing the assumption that businesses earn 
only risk-free rates of return on investment in per-
fectly competitive markets to reflect businesses 
earning economic profits shows that lower rates are 
actually more effective at lowering the cost of capital 
for businesses today than switching to expensing—
given current accelerated depreciation schedules and 
the high U.S. corporate tax rate.5

Focus on Rate Reduction Now, Expensing 
Later. If it is assumed that businesses earn econom-
ic profit, tax reform that lowers the corporate rate 
at least to 25 percent and keeps accelerated depre-
ciation in place would lower the hurdle rate for new 
investment more than going to full expensing and 
leaving the rate at its current high level.
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This finding holds only if depreciation is acceler-
ated enough, which it likely is under today’s sched-
ules.

The new finding does not change the fact that 
expensing is the right policy for businesses to deduct 
the cost of their capital investments. Instead, it 
shows that, given the need to make trade-offs in tax 
reform, the current high corporate tax rate, and cur-
rent depreciation policy, congress would do more to 
bolster investment by lowering rates now and com-
ing back to establish expensing in future iterations 
of tax reform.

Business Tax Reform Vital for Increasing 
Investment. business tax reform would boost 
investment, which would create jobs and raise wages 
for America’s beleaguered workforce. congress 
should take it up as soon as possible.

Given the constraints it will operate under, con-
gress should do everything it can to reduce the tax 
penalties on investment so it maximizes the benefit 
of tax reform to American workers. New research 
shows that reducing the corporate tax rate so it is on 
par with our foreign competitors is the best way to 
achieve that goal. congress should focus on reducing 
the rate now and work on establishing expensing in 
its next reform effort.
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